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Abstract 

Due to vague boundaries, a diversity of meanings and variations of modal strength, the 

translation of modals might be challenging. This paper investigates the translation of the 

modal should in a text with recommendations on horse feeding.  

The translations of deontic and epistemic meanings of should expressing an 

obligation or necessity are analysed using a framework based on grammatical definitions 

and linguistic theory. The translation strategies are based on Reiss’ text typology and 

strategies recommended for informative and operative texts (2000), and Newmark’s 

communicative translation (1988). Also, procedures of Vinay & Darbelnet (1995) are 

used to describe some of the translations.  

The study reveals that majority of the examples are used in the deontic sense and 

that should is mostly translated as bör and ska. The high frequency of ska might be related 

to its flexibility and multifunctional properties. Possible translation problems involve 

differences in the interpretation, where a modal might come across as too strong or too 

weak to target readers. Another translation problem may arise if the chosen modal can be 

perceived as less moralising than intended. There are also ambiguous cases that could be 

said to have both deontic and epistemic meanings. The analysis shows how deontic and 

epistemic meanings can be determined by context. However, even though a deeper 

understanding of the topic and an evaluation of the context might support the translation 

choices, some ambiguity can still be said to remain. The paper concludes that the 

translation of modals requires thoughtful consideration. A thorough interpretation of 

meaning related to context and profound knowledge on the topic are equally important in 

the translation of should. 
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1 Introduction 

In the communicative act of translation “across cultural and linguistic boundaries” (Hatim 

& Mason 1997:1) the main focus is to convey the general meaning of the language (Baker 

2011:9). This pursuit of transferring meanings successfully from source to target texts is 

an obvious yet central part of the process for any translator, both professional and trainee 

(Hatim & Mason 1997:12). There are many challenges to consider along the way. One of 

these challenges could involve the interpretation of modal verbs and how to best transfer 

their meaning from one language into another. At the onset of translation, the meaning of 

the modal in the source text (henceforth ST) must first be distinguished. Considering the 

ambiguous multitude of meanings to choose from modals can pose a challenge. 

Statements such as “he should do better this time” (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:186) could 

be interpreted either as an obligation expressing a moralising opinion, or as an 

encouraging assumption of a likely outcome. Even though the context provides the 

necessary information needed for interpretation, the meanings of the modal verbs are 

sometimes difficult to distinguish and define clearly in English (Huddleston & Pullum 

2002:177). In addition, having distinguished the meaning of the modal in the ST the 

translator must then find an equal expression in the target language (henceforth TL) 

among the different options that can convey the modal meaning, while keeping in mind 

the contextual differences that always exist between languages (Bassnett 2014:9). In 

Swedish, modals are vague to define due to unclear boundaries (Lagervall 2014:9), which 

in actual fact are even more unclear than in English (Wärnsby 2006:24). Undoubtedly, 

this can lead to ambiguity and confusion in the translation process, perhaps especially for 

beginner translators. A less successful choice in translation might lead to a different 

meaning which in turn could result in a rather inferior target text (henceforth TT). The 

wrong choice of modal with an either too strong or too weak pragmatic strength in the 

translation of should in “how much grazing turnout should my horse get” could both alter 

the meaning slightly and come across as strange for target readers. Since modal meanings 

may be expressed differently in one language compared to another, they must therefore 

be dealt with thoughtfully in translation (Baker 2011:119-120). In fact, “translators 

should find it useful to investigate and compare the expression of such categories and the 

meanings associated with various structures in their source and target languages” (Baker 

2011:120). 

Considering the several options of translation as well as the possible risks of 

ambiguity mentioned above, there might be challenges in how to best transfer and 
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translate the meaning of these in the TT. In addition, contextual aspects could be yet 

another problem in choosing a comparable translation alternative. These issues will be 

investigated, exemplified and discussed further in the analysis.  

 

 

1.1 Aim 

This paper aims to investigate how the modal verb should is treated in the translation of 

a text with recommendations on horse feeding. I will analyse the translations of should 

by a quantitative and qualitative investigation of how deontic and epistemic meanings are 

transferred in the TL, as well as possible translation strategies. I will also explore how to 

assess strength of modality in the translation of should, by examining pragmatic 

weakening and strengthening in the surrounding text. More specifically, I will try to 

answer the following questions: 

• How is the modal verb should translated into Swedish? 

• What translation strategies could be used? 

• Could the assessment of pragmatic strength prove useful in the translation choices 

of should? 

 

1.2 Material 

The primary source is a brochure with information and feeding advice for horses 

published online as a PDF-file by the British company ForagePlus. The brochure consists 

of three articles. The first one discusses the concept of adlib hay, which means that horses 

are given free access to hay. The second article gives recommendations on what to 

consider and look for in the quality of haylage, i.e. hay that is preserved by fermentation. 

The third article deals with the importance of the addition of omega 3 in equine diets. The 

aim of the ST is to give information and recommendations to horse owners on feeding 

their horses safely and adequately, especially for those suffering from medical conditions 

such as insulin resistance, for horses that are prone to laminitis or gain weight easily. 

Possible target readers could be Swedish horse owners with the similar types of horses, 

who may be interested in buying products or services, such as minerals or nutritional 

analyses from the company. Their ideas on feeding and how to compose nutrition 

specifically to the types of health issues mentioned in the ST could be seen as useful 

information for the target audience.  
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In translation, functional aspects and the purpose of a text are important to consider 

(Ingo 2007:127). The ST of the present study has a purpose to give recommendations and 

to inform readers on important health issues for horses. In order to sell their products and 

services, it is important for the company behind the text to persuade and convince readers 

of ‘buying into’ their concept and views. Therefore, in order to convey the attitudes and 

intentions of the ST, and by that also follow the functional aspects, it is vital that the 

recommendations given in the ST are suitably transferred in the TT.  

 

 

1.3 Method 

 

1.3.1 Translation 

After having read the ST thoroughly a number of times, and alongside the process of 

translation, notes were made on difficulties encountered and of possible translation 

problems. These notes were then used in order to summarise the examples of the modal 

should. To find suitable translations of terms and to support the choices of words and 

expressions in the translation, other texts were read on the topic such as articles from 

SLU, the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, and from Jordbruksverket, the 

Swedish Board of Agriculture. Throughout the translation process, comparisons were also 

made with searches on for instance Linguee and Google, and in corpora such as the BNC 

and the Swedish corpora Språkbanken. Professionals and experts in the field were 

consulted such as local veterinarians as well as researchers at the SLU, specialised on 

equine health. Parallel texts were found on Hästsverige.se, a Swedish website with 

information based on science and proven experience, and texts published on websites of 

Swedish forage companies similar to the company behind the ST. This made it easier to 

confirm certain choices of expressions and of necessary adaptation in the translation. To 

get an understanding of how horse owners might discuss and view some of the concepts 

mentioned in the ST and to confirm some expressions, searches were made on the Internet 

in discussions forums. Some useful discussions were found on the website of the British 

magazine Horse & Hound, and others in certain Swedish groups on Facebook related to 

topics dealt with in the ST. Having done that it was also possible to compare the context 

of the ST to that of the TT, and by that also find suitable alternatives in the translation. 

Regarding methods in translation, a framework based on Reiss’ text typology 

(2000) and translation strategies recommended for informative as well as operative, or 
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persuasive, texts were used in the translation. In addition, Newmark’s communicative 

translation (1988) was used in order to transfer both content and meaning in the 

translation adapted to suit target readers.  

 

1.3.2 Study 

The modal should was chosen by form only, i.e. the intention was not to investigate other 

ways of indicating modality, such as by adjectives, adverbs, or nouns etc. All instances 

of should were identified in the ST and were then sorted into categories according to their 

different meanings described in section 2.2.2. As for the translation of the modal verb 

should, English and Swedish grammar books were primarily used, as well as dissertations 

and articles on modality and modal verbs. Background reading also included other books 

within the linguistic field and on translation theory in general. Since few studies appear 

to have been made specifically aimed at the modal verb should, some research was made 

of another verb with the same function of expressing obligation and/or necessity; must 

and måste which apparently have been studied more than should.  

In the analysis, a summary of all the modal verbs in the ST was first made to get an 

overview of these, and more importantly, to be able to calculate the number of 

occurrences of should. Second, another summary was made of the Swedish translations 

of should. This was then followed by an overview of how the modal verb should was used 

in the TT to express the deontic and epistemic types of meaning. The translations of the 

most important examples of should were then discussed in the analysis according to their 

respective meanings, along with possible translation strategies based on Reiss (2000) and 

Newmark (1988). Also, the concept of direct or oblique translation by Vinay & Darbelnet 

(1995) was used to describe how the examples of should were treated in the translation. 

The translation theories and strategies will be described further in section 2.3. Finally, an 

examination was made of how and why the deontic and epistemic meanings of should 

were either strengthened or weakened pragmatically by the context. 

 

 

2 Theoretical background 

This section gives background to the analysis of the present paper. The first part, which 

will begin by a brief discussion of modality, deals with categories of modal verbs in 

English and Swedish respectively. In the second part, which focuses more on the modal 

verb should, the different types of meaning will be described along with some illustrative 
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examples. In addition, the meanings and functions of should in English will be explained 

followed by a description of some possible translations in Swedish. The next section 

discusses some aspects regarding the strength of modality and the role of context in terms 

of pragmatic strengthening and weakening. This will be followed by a brief discussion of 

some previous studies of the translation of the modal should. Finally, there is a theoretical 

discussion of text typology and translation strategies which have been used in the present 

paper.   

 

 

2.1 Modality and modal verbs 

Modality can be described as an extensive domain of meaning with vague definitions and 

unclear boundaries (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:172). According to Nuyts & Auwera 

(2016:2), modality is a fascinating and yet confusing area within the linguistic field. In 

research, there is a lack of agreement on both a specific usage and on the boundaries 

within the domain (Lewis 2015:154, Nuyts & Auwera 2016:33, Verhulst & Heyvaert 

2015:562-563). Most linguists would probably be willing to agree with Aijmer’s 

(2017:14) description of modality as a broad linguistic field which is difficult to describe. 

In fact, as Salkie (2008:78) puts it, there is a radical disagreement among linguists on how 

to define it. In English, as proposed by Verhulst & Heyvaert (2015:562-563), modality 

expressed by modal verbs may be a difficulty that even grammar books fail to explain 

clearly. Similarly, Swedish modals are a vaguely defined group of verbs with ambiguous 

borders, and there are also many ways to describe them (Lagervall 2014:9). Also, Swedish 

modals are less distinctive than English modals (Wärnsby 2006:24). Modality and modal 

verbs can thus be seen as a quite problematic aspect to deal with (Quirk et al 1985:220, 

Lagervall 2014:1) both in English and Swedish grammar, and it is therefore especially 

important to consider in the process of translation.  

Modal verbs can also be used for hedging (Markkanen & Schröder 1997:6), which 

can be described as a rhetorical device to express uncertainty and caution in scientific 

writing (Hyland 1998:79), for instance by using epistemic modals (Coates 1983:41). Even 

though there might be possible cases of hedging in the TT, the cases of should used 

epistemically are few compared to the total amount of should. Additionally, the concept 

of hedging belongs only partly to the area of modality (Markkanen & Schröder 1997:6). 

Therefore, since this paper is a comparative analysis of the deontic and epistemic 

meanings of should, and since the present ST is from a different genre with a more deontic 

approach, the term hedging will not be used.  
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2.1.1 English modal verbs 

According to Huddleston & Pullum (2002:172-173), modality can be described as “a 

category of meaning” expressing subjective and objective attitudes of the speaker in a 

clause. In the English language, these attitudes can be expressed in many different ways 

such as by adjectives, adverbs, nouns or verbs, or by the use of modal verbs (Huddleston 

& Pullum 2002:173). There are nine central modals in English: can, could, may, might, 

must, shall, should, will and would (Biber et al 1999:73). They express a variety of 

different meanings that has to do with for instance permission, obligation or necessity 

(ibid.). There are also marginal modals such as dare (to), need (to), ought (to), and used 

(to), as well as semi-modals like have to, (had) better, (have) got to, be supposed to, and 

be going to (ibid.). The modal verbs can be divided into the following three categories 

according to their functions: 

 

Functions:        Modal verbs: 

• permission/possibility/ability 

 

       can, could, may, might 

 

• obligation/necessity must, should, (had) better, have (got) 

to, need to, ought to, be supposed to 

 

• volition/prediction will, would, shall, be going to 

Biber et al 1999:485 

 

2.1.2 Swedish modal verbs 

Descriptions of Swedish modal verbs, states Lagervall (2014:1), usually mention that the 

modals have vague boundaries. There are also variations regarding which category the 

modals belong to (ibid.). In addition, there are discrepancies in how Swedish grammars 

describe the modal verbs (Lagervall 2014:14). However, according to Lagervall 

(2014:14), the Swedish reference grammar Teleman et al (1998) provides a thorough 

description of some common categories of Swedish modal verbs. As stated by Lagervall 

(2014:1), the most common Swedish modals are böra, kunna, lär, måste, skola, torde, 

and vilja. Below is a concise summary of these based on Teleman et al (1998).  
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      Functions: Modal auxiliary verbs:  

• necessity, 

probability, 

possibility 

 

lär, torde, måste, böra, kunna         epistemic 

 

• obligation, 

necessity 

 

skola, måste, böra, kunna, måste 

 

        deontic 

• possibility, ability 

 

kunna 

 

        potential 

• intention, volition skola, vilja         intentional 

                    Teleman et al 1999:282–290 

 

 

2.2 The modal verb should 

The following section gives background to the functions and meanings of the modal verb 

should in English, along with some possible Swedish translations. 

 

2.2.1 Functions of the modal should  

The modal verb should is used to express an obligation or necessity in a verb phrase 

(Biber et al 1999:484). Should is a weaker form of obligation (Huddleston & Pullum 

2002:186, Palmer 2001:73), than for instance must or have to, and refers to something 

that is favourable (Aijmer 2015:282) or “the right thing to do” (ibid.). A difference from 

other modal verbs is that should can express an obligation that is noncommitted, as 

opposed to the certainty expressed by modal verbs such as must (Quirk et al 1985:227).  

According to Aijmer (2015:277), should is a common feature of non-fiction texts. 

This frequency, or distribution, has to do with genre preference (Aijmer 2017:13), which 

is “associated with specific contexts of use” (ibid.:30-31). The modal should, Aijmer 

continues, is used to express a positive type of obligation (ibid.). In non-fiction texts, 

modals verbs are used as a means to persuade the reader (Partington 2015:280 in Aijmer 

& Lewis 2017:26), where the use of should will have a positive effect (ibid.). This positive 

and persuasive type of use, as well as a notable frequency of should, can also be found in 

the ST of the present paper. 
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2.2.2 Different types of meaning 

Modal verbs can have different types of meaning, such as deontic and epistemic (Biber et 

al 1999:485, Palmer 2001:8-9, Teleman et al 1999:282). Each modal can have both of 

these two meanings depending on the circumstances (Palmer 2001:86, Quirk et al 

1985:219, Teleman et al 1999:283), or be interpreted as having a combination of the two 

(Quirk et al 1985:219). As pointed out by Depraetere & Verhulst (2008:1), there are even 

cases where the view of meaning differs among linguists. For instance, while some will 

regard a modal as deontic, there are others who would claim the opposite (ibid.). In 

addition, the modals per se are liable to overlap in meaning where one modal could be 

replaced by another (Quirk et al 1985:219, Huddleston & Pullum 2002:178).  

When comparing modals across languages a useful strategy, Salkie (2008:95) 

argues, is to analyse modals according to their category, such as deontic/epistemic. This 

facilitates the possibilities of finding similarities between languages, and also differences 

where some modal expressions disagree (ibid.). 

There are also other categories such as dynamic modality in English grammar, 

which refers to an expression of ability (Palmer 2001:9-10, Huddleston & Pullum 

2002:178). The distinction, however, between dynamic and deontic is rather unclear and 

sometimes difficult to distinguish (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:179, Papafragou 

1998:238, Wärnsby 2006:39). Some linguists, states Papafragou (1998:283), use the term 

“root modality” to cover both deontic and dynamic modality. In fact, according to Salkie 

(2008:86), there are linguists who even claim that “dynamic modality may not be a type 

of modality at all”. Moreover, in Swedish grammar there is potential modality (Teleman 

et al 1999:283), which is used to express an ability, and also intentional modality that 

expresses the speaker’s intention (ibid.). Similar to English grammar, the boundaries 

between these different categories of meaning are vaguely defined (Teleman et al 

1999:283, Lagervall 2014:27). Due to the limited space of the present paper, and in order 

to avoid the risk of further fuzziness, I have thus chosen to focus primarily on the deontic 

and epistemic types of modality. Below is a brief description with examples where should 

is used in the deontic and epistemic sense to illustrate the differences between the two 

types of meaning. 
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2.2.2.1 Deontic should 

Deontic modality, also sometimes named root or non-epistemic modality (Coates 

1983:20), refers to for instance an obligation or an intention directly controlled by the 

speaker (Biber et al 1999:485). In the examples below there is a strong sense of moral 

opinion in the statements (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:186), in which the reader is 

informed by for instance a deontic recommendation (Teleman et al 1998:282). 

 

(1) 
Huddleston & 

Pullum 

2002:186 

 

The right-hand column should be left blank.  [deontic] 

(2) 
Quirk et al  
1985:227 

The floor should be washed at least once a week.                                         [deontic] 

 

2.2.2.2 Epistemic should 

Epistemic refers to possibilities or predictions of likelihood (Biber et al 1999:485) that 

are related to “the speaker’s assumptions” (Coates 1983:18), based on logic necessity 

(Teleman et al 1998:282). The following sentences represent the epistemic use of should 

that expresses a probability or assumption of what is likely to happen (Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002:186).  

 

(3) 
Quirk et al  
1985:227 

 

The mountains should be visible from here.  

 

[epistemic] 

(4) 

Huddleston & 

Pullum 

2002:186  

The next road on the left should be King Street.                              [epistemic] 

 

2.2.3 Swedish translations of the modal verb should  

As said by Svartvik & Sager (1996:44), the most important meanings of should in 

Swedish are bör, borde or ska. These modals are used to express something advisable or 

a duty, and also to denote probability or likelihood (Svartvik & Sager 1996:45). However, 

as Aijmer notes (2017:13), modal verbs “are not always each other’s translation 

equivalents” (ibid.). Also, as previously mentioned, modals sometimes replace one 

another (Quirk et al 1985:219, Huddleston & Pullum 2002:178). In addition to the most 

common modals bör/borde and ska, the alternatives kan and måste will also be mentioned 
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below. The following sections include more detailed descriptions of these modals 

followed by deontic and epistemic examples translated into English (my translations). 

 

2.2.3.1 Bör, borde 

The most common translation of should would probably be the Swedish modal böra, 

which can be used either in a deontic or epistemic sense (Teleman et al 1999:292). The 

deontic bör is used in statements influenced by social norms based on what is morally or 

generally accepted (Teleman et al 1999:293). Also, borde is used for slightly milder, less 

moralising statements (ibid.). Below are some deontic examples of bör and borde. 

 

(5) 
Teleman et al 

1999:293 

 

 

Per bör ta målandet mer på 

allvar. 

Per should take his 

painting more seriously.  

[deontic] 

(6) 

Teleman et al 

1999:293 

 

Du borde klä dig lite 

varmare. 

You should dress more 

warmly.  

[deontic] 

 

The epistemic bör, in the present tense, refers to something probable or likely based on 

the speaker´s conclusion (Teleman et al 1999:292). Borde, which is a preterite form of 

böra, can also be used epistemically in the present tense in a more tentative statement 

(ibid.).  

 

(7) 
Teleman et al 

1999:292 

 

Stockholmståget bör vara 

här när som helst nu. 

The train to Stockholm 

should be here any minute 

now. 

[epistemic] 

(8) 
Teleman et al 

1999:292 

Det borde ha funnits en 

kyrka här redan under 

1300-talet. 

There should have been a 

church here already in the 

14th century.  

[epistemic] 

 

2.2.3.2 Ska 

Another option in the translation of should is the modal verb skola. Used in the present 

tense, ska can be used deontically in statements that refer to expected social or functional 

norms, duties or obligations etc. (Teleman et al 1999:316). 
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(9) 
Teleman et al 

1999:316 

 

Man ska inte tro på allt som 

man hör.  

You shouldn’t believe in 

everything you hear.  

[deontic] 

(10) 
Teleman et al 

1999:316 

 

Ska jag begära påökning? Should I ask for a raise? [deontic] 

 

Ska can be used in an epistemic sense to express likelihood (Teleman et al 1999:312) such 

as in the following sentence. 

 

(11) 
Teleman et al 

1999:313 

 

Han ska komma hem när 

som helst.  

He should be home any 

minute. 

[epistemic] 

 

2.2.3.3 Kan 

The modal verb kunna can be used in many different ways and the boundaries between 

the different meanings are often vague (Teleman et al 1999:298). The most common 

meaning of the verb is to express some kind of possibility (ibid.). Kunna can be used both 

deontically and epistemically. Below are some examples where kunna is used in the 

present tense to express a deontic permission (Teleman et al 1999:300) and an epistemic 

possibility (Teleman et al 1999:298). 

 

(12) 
Teleman et al 

1999:298 

 

Kan jag gå nu?  Can I go now? [deontic] 

(13) 
Teleman et al 

1999:299 

 

Kan detta vara sant? Could this be true? [epistemic] 

 

2.2.3.4 Måste 

The modal verb måste is used to express a deontic or epistemic necessity (Teleman et al 

1999:309), such as in the following examples. 

 

(14) 
Teleman et al 

1999:309 

 

Hon måste vara på jobbet 

senast […].  

She must be at work no 

later than […]. 

[deontic] 

(15) 
Teleman et al 

1999:308 

Han måste vara lycklig nu.  

 

He must be happy now. [epistemic] 
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2.2.4 Strength of modality - should  

Apart from the different epistemic and deontic meanings mentioned above, there are also 

other dimensions to consider such as strength of modality (Huddleston & Pullum 

2002:175). Some modals, for instance must, express a strong necessity or commitment in 

a statement (ibid.). Others, such as the modal should, have a weak type of strength, 

tending more towards a possibility rather than an obligation (ibid.). In addition to strong 

and weak modality, there is also a third type of strength called medium modality 

(Huddleston & Pullum 2002:177). The modal should is used to express medium strength 

in the sense of probability and likelihood (ibid.). This type of strength, which is the most 

frequent use of should, can be used both in the deontic and epistemic sense to express 

subjective recommendations etc. (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:186). Below are some 

examples from Huddleston & Pullum (2002) to show where should is placed on the scale 

of different types of strength of modality. 

 

(16) 
Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002:177 

 

The meeting must be over by now. [strong] 

(17) 
ibid. 

 

 

The meeting should be over by now. [medium] 

(18) 

ibid. 

 

The meeting may be over by now. [weak] 

 

2.2.5 The role of context – pragmatic strengthening and weakening 

There are also variations of strength where modals can be either weakened or 

strengthened pragmatically depending on the context (Huddleston & Pullum 2002:177). 

Many linguists, says Aijmer (2018:141), have emphasised modal strength, but is has been 

difficult to find a successful method to use in comparative translation studies of obligation 

in different languages. Even so, variations of strength are evident in translation (Aijmer 

2018:152) and therefore pragmatic strengthening and weakening will be investigated in 

the present paper.  

As said by Depraetere (2017:14), the meaning of a modal is determined by the 

context. In the examples below, both of which can be seen as epistemic, the same modal 

is used in both sentences but with different pragmatic strength. In (19) the epistemic must 
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is pragmatically weakened by the context of being used as a friendly invitation 

(Depraetere 2017:15). In a different situation, however, it could perhaps also be 

interpreted as a deontic order or instruction telling someone what to do (Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002:176-177). In (20) it is more obvious that the modal is weakened by the 

context of for instance giving someone a polite suggestion at a tea-party (ibid.).  

 

(19) 
Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002:176 

 

You must come in immediately. 

(20) 
Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002:177 

 

You must have one of these cakes. 

 

Verhulst & Heyvaert (2015:578) suggest the following criteria from Depraetere & 

Verhulst (2008), which can be used by non-native speakers to evaluate the deontic 

strength of English modals: 

 

(a) the (near-)impossibility of non-compliance  

(b) the severity of the consequences of non-compliance.  

 

Judging by the first criterion it is practically impossible to go against the modal obligation 

in the statement, while the second is about how severe the consequences will be for 

disobeying the modal obligation. If the first criterion is fulfilled the modal is seen as very 

strong. Should it be impossible to meet the obligation in the first criterion, the modal 

strength will be contingent on the second, i.e. possible consequences and the severity of 

not following the obligation (ibid.). For instance, in the following example a non-

compliance is highly unlikely due to the fact that horses normally avoid eating things that 

are rotten. Should this occur despite this, the strength can be said to depend on the second 

criterion, and since the consequences might be life-threatening the modal should below 

is still seen as strong. 

 

(21) 

ST p. 7 

Putrid smells indicate the presence of butyric acid from 

Clostridium bacteria and horses should not eat this 

haylage. 

[strong] 
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Obligations such as in (21) above that will have an impact on for instance health issues 

are usually seen as stronger than obligations connected to personal matters (Verhulst & 

Heyvaert (2015:579). Below is a sentence from the British National Corpus chosen by 

Verhulst & Heyvaert (2015) to show an example where the consequences of a non-

compliance are less serious.  

 

(22) 

Verhulst & 

Heyvaert 

2015:583 

I think if we have good practise in Shropshire, we should 

be sort of shouting it from the rooftops really […]. 

[weak] 

 

The criteria along with the variations of strength or “contextual effects” as Depraetere 

(2017:15) calls them, will be discussed further in the analysis.  

 

2.2.6 Previous studies of the translation of modal should 

Even though should is one of the most common markers of obligation it has been less 

discussed in research than other modals belonging to the same category, according to 

Aijmer (2018:141-142). In a recent study, Aijmer (2018) investigates an equivalent of 

should, namely the Swedish modal ska/ll and the translations into English based on 

corpora research. She concludes that ska/ll is of particular interest due to its versatility 

and multifunctionality in language use (Aijmer 2018:139). Another conclusion is that it 

is important to discuss how the function of the modal is related to context in order to make 

suitable translation choices (ibid.).  

As stated above, there seems little to be found on the translation of should within 

translation studies. However, in her essay, Olsson (2011) has investigated, amongst other 

things, the translation of modals from English to Swedish in six articles from UNESCO’s 

conventions with guidelines, in which the modal should was particularly frequent. In 

translation, states Olsson (2011:7-8), modals can cause problems because of the fact that 

there are many different meanings to choose from. This makes it difficult, Olsson 

continues, for translators to know the correct meaning in the text, and the wrong choice 

in translation may alter the meaning completely (ibid.). One of the conclusions in the 

study was that it is important to identify and discuss the function (meaning) of the modal 

should thoroughly in order to choose a suitable Swedish option in translation (Olsson 

2011:23). 

In a more recent paper, Rehn (2016) has performed a thorough investigation of the 

translation of modals from English into Swedish in an investment fund prospectus. One 
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of Rehn’s conclusions is that although fuzziness remains in the interpretation of modal 

meaning, the translator can find useful support in the translation process by being aware 

of the different types of modality, paying attention to the characteristics of the text type 

and by attaining good knowledge of the topic in question (2016:39).   

 

 

2.3 Translation theory 

As previously stated, the purpose of the ST is to give informative as well as persuasive 

recommendations. Both text typical features and functional aspects are thus important to 

consider in translation. Consequently, translation strategies recommended for informative 

and operative texts based on Reiss’ text typology (2000) and Newmark’s concept of 

communicative translation (1988) have been used in the present study. Also, in order to 

describe the translations, and due to the closeness between the language pairs, some of 

the procedures of Vinay & Darbelnet (1995) have been used. These theoretical concepts 

and strategies in translation will be presented below. 

 

2.3.1 Reiss’ text typology and translation strategies 

As stated by Reiss (2000:24), in order to decide on suitable strategies in translation, the 

first step is to decide to which text type the ST belongs. According to Reiss (2000:26-27), 

there are different types of texts, such as the informative, expressive, operative and audio-

medial, each with its own characteristic functions and translation methods. Below is an 

overview of the different text types, language functions and language dimensions to 

consider in translation, along with some translation strategies recommended by Reiss 

(2000). Reiss’ expressive text type, such as imaginative prose or poetry (Reiss 2000:35), 

and her fourth text type, audio-medial (omitted below), such as radio newscasts or stage 

productions (Reiss 2000:43-44) will not be discussed in the present paper. 

 

Table 1.1 Reiss’ schema of text types 

Text type Informative 

(content – focused) 

Expressive 

(form-focused) 

Operative 

(appeal-focused) 

Language function Representation expression persuasion 

 

Language 

dimension 

Logic aesthetics dialogue 
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Translation 

strategies 

Transfer content, 

facts, terminology 

etc. adapted to suit 

TT. 

Transfer aesthetic 

and artistic form/ 

style of the ST. 

Adapt for an 

equivalent, 

persuasive effect 

on TT readers. 

Address the reader 

(dialogic).  

 Adapted from Reiss 2000:26-43 

 

2.3.1.1 The informative text type 

The informative, content-focused text type conveys facts such as knowledge, information, 

arguments or opinions etc. (Reiss 1989:108). Some examples of informative texts are 

directions for use, educational texts or non-fiction books (Reiss 2000:27). The 

recommended translation strategy, says Reiss (2000:30), should be to focus on 

transferring the information as consistently and accurately as possible in the TT, making 

the necessary changes and adaptations (Reiss 2000:30).  

 

2.3.1.2 The operative text type 

An operative, appeal-focused text aims to induce a certain response or to persuade the 

reader of something (Reiss 2000:38-39). Some examples of this text type, states Reiss 

(2000:39), can be seen for instance within advertising or propaganda. Although both 

content and form are important to consider in translation, an operative text may require 

more changes in translation than other text types (Reiss 2000:41). This has to do with the 

necessity to attain a similar effect in the TT, and the chosen strategy in translation must 

evoke the same persuasive result on target readers (ibid.).  

Reiss claims (1989:111) that these text types can be used for all kinds of written 

texts but that there are also compound types, or hybrid texts, in which all or some of the 

functions are present. In most cases, Reiss states (2000:25), even though a certain function 

can be seen as dominant in a text, the different functions often tend to overlap and 

combine in different ways. Similarly, the ST of the present study can be said to belong to 

both the informative and operative text type, as it both has factual content as well as 

persuasive features. Thus, Reiss’ translation strategies for the informative and operative 

functions will be discussed further in the analysis.  

Although Reiss and her important work have been highly appreciated, says Munday 

(2016:118-119), some have criticised her theories for having too few functions. Another 
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criticism addresses the fact that text types are not as easy to differentiate as Reiss’ model 

implies (Munday 2016:120). Since one text can have several different functions, Munday 

continues (2016:120), Reiss’ idea that each type has a dominant function is debatable. On 

the other hand, states Snell-Hornby (2006:30), the importance of Reiss’ early work of the 

basic text typology and her later influence on translation studies can still be noticed.  

 

2.3.2 Newmark’s communicative translation 

Similar to Reiss, Newmark claims (1988:39) that language functions are useful in 

translation. Based on the three basic language functions of the informative, expressive 

and vocative (‘appeal’) (1988:39), Newmark suggests several functions of which the 

informative and the vocative functions are the most relevant for the present paper.  

In translation, states Newmark (1989:118), the methods semantic and 

communicative translation can be used. Semantic translation is oriented towards the ST, 

whereas communicative is focused on the TT (ibid.). Although both can be seen within 

one and the same text, semantic translation is used for expressive texts and communicative 

is used for translating informative and vocative texts, according to Newmark (1988:47). 

The purpose of communicative translation, in Newmark’s own words (ibid.) is to “render 

the exact contextual meaning of the original in such a way that both content and language 

are readily acceptable and comprehensible to the readership”. Below is a table 

summarizing some of the contrastive features of semantic and communicative translation. 

 

Table 1.2. Munday’s comparison of Newmark’s semantic and communicative translation  

Parameter Semantic translation Communicative translation 

Transmitter/ 

addressee focus 

Focus on thought processes of 

the transmitter as an individual; 

should only help TT reader 

with connotations if they are a 

crucial part of message 

Subjective, TT reader focused, 

oriented towards a specific 

language and culture 

Culture Remains within the SL culture Transfers foreign elements into 

the TL culture 

Time and origin Not fixed in any time or local 

space; translation needs to be 

done anew with every 

generation 

Ephemeral and rooted in its own 

contemporary context 
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Relation to ST Always ‘inferior’ to ST; ‘loss’ 

of meaning 

May be ‘better’ than the ST; 

‘gain’ of force and clarity even 

if loss of semantic content 

Use of form of 

SL 

If ST language norms deviate, 

then this must be replicated in 

TT; ‘loyalty’ to ST author 

Respect for the form of the SL, 

but overriding ‘loyalty’ to TL 

norms 

Form of TL More complex, awkward, 

detailed, concentrated; 

tendency to over-translate 

Smoother, simpler, clearer, more 

direct, more conventional; 

tendency to under-translate 

Appropriateness For serious literature, 

autobiography, ‘personal 

effusion’, any important 

political (or other) statement 

For the vast majority of texts, 

e.g. non-literary writing, 

technical and informative texts, 

publicity, standardized types, 

popular fiction 

Criterion for 

evaluation 

Accuracy of reproduction of 

the significance of ST 

Accuracy of communication of 

ST message in TT 

Munday 2016:72 

 

Newmark has received some criticism for being too prescriptive, as stated by Munday 

(2016:74). Nevertheless, Newmark’s work offers a wide selection of strategies as well as 

practical advice to use in translation (Munday 2016:74).  

 

2.3.3 Strategies in translation by Vinay & Darbelnet 

Another translation method, described by the authors as useful for similar language pairs, 

is offered by Vinay & Darbelnet (1995:34), who claim that there are two main strategies 

that can be used in translation; direct and oblique translation (1995:31). By using direct 

translation, the words or structure are translated literally (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:31), 

according to grammatical and idiomatical standards of the TL (Vinay & Darbelnet 

1995:33). Direct translation includes the procedures of borrowing, calque and literal 

translation, which briefly means that the words or structure of the source language have 

been directly transferred into the TT (ibid.). With literal translation, the meaning of the 

ST is directly transferred according to the correct grammar and idiomacy of the TL (Vinay 

& Darbelnet 1995:33). Literal translation, they claim, is a both useful and common 

procedure when translating between languages belonging to the same family that also 

share the similar culture (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:34), such as English and Swedish. 

When translating literally is not possible, oblique translation can be used to make 

grammatical and lexical changes by using the procedures of transposition, modulation, 
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equivalence and adaptation (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:34-40). Transposition is when a 

change of word classes is made, necessary or optional, without affecting the meaning 

(Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:36), such as a shift from noun in “she is a good singer” into a 

verb in “hon sjunger bra” (Eng. sings). According to Vinay & Darbelnet (1995:94) 

transposition is the most common strategy of structural changes. With modulation, either 

obligatory or optional, there is a change in the point of view where the ST is changed into 

something more suitable, grammatically and idiomatically in the TT (Vinay & Darbelnet 

1995:36-37). An example is when “the time when” becomes what in the TL really means 

“the moment where” (Vinay & Darbelnet 2000:89). In the case of equivalence changes 

occur due to stylistic, structural or idiomatic differences between languages, for instance 

in the translation of animal sounds or idioms etc. (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:38). 

Adaptation is required where an expression lacks a cultural counterpart and must be 

adapted to something known by the target audience (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:39).  

Vinay & Darbelnet have been criticised for not being precise or adequate enough 

(Hansen & Hansen-Schirra 2012:134). As argued by Hansen & Hansen-Schirra 

(2012:134) the methods of Vinay & Darbelnet are mostly useful for labelling the 

procedures in translation, which is too insufficient to give a thorough account of 

translation changes and their effects on the TT. Similarly, Newmark is unconvinced by 

Vinay & Darbelnet as they, he claims (1988:86), fail to give enough examples of 

alternative translations that could suit in other contexts or other matters of taste, apart 

from their own preferences. Moreover, Newmark argues (1988:86) that transposition as 

it is presented by Vinay & Darbelnet is vague and thus impossible to standardise. Still, 

he admits (ibid.) that translators still should be aware of the practical worth transpositions 

can have. Also, even though Newmark sees parts of their theory as subjective and 

unconvincing, he acknowledges that their abundancy of examples could be used as a 

source of inspiration (1988:89). 

Quite a different view is presented by Snell-Hornby (2006:24), who emphasises the 

importance and global appreciation for the theories of Vinay & Darbelnet. While Snell-

Hornby (2006:24) defines their methods as “invaluable”, she also recognises that they 

may seem outdated and narrow in modern practise. However, she continues (2006:25), 

much of the annotations of Vinay & Darbelnet are still valid today, such as the importance 

of translating with respect to the communicative situation in which languages occur. To 

add to their defence, it could also be noted that the methods of Vinay & Darbelnet are 

still considered valuable as basic “toolboxes of the trade” (Pym & Torres-Simón 
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2015:89). In this paper, Vinay & Darbelnet will be used to describe the different 

procedures in the translations of should.  

To conclude, the theories provided by Reiss (2000) will be used in the analysis to 

define the informative and operative functions in order to discuss suggested translation 

strategies. For further support, Newmark’s (1988) concept of communicative translation, 

as well as Ingo (2007), will also be mentioned in the analysis. Also, the procedures of 

Vinay & Darbelnet (1995) will be used as tools to describe the structural changes made 

in the translation.  

 

 

3 Analysis 

In the following section I will exemplify and analyse how should is treated in the 

translation, by discussing how the deontic and epistemic meanings of the ST are expressed 

in the TT. I will mention different options and also possible problems in some of the 

translation choices, with regard to the different text functions and by using some of the 

translations strategies described in section 2.3. In addition, I will discuss how the strength 

of modality is affected by the context, with examples of pragmatic weakening and 

strengthening.  

As already stated, the modal should is a frequent feature in the category of 

obligation or necessity in the ST. Thus, it might be argued that the ST agrees with genre 

preference (Aijmer 2017:13) i.e. that the modal should is frequently used as a common 

feature of non-fiction (Aijmer 2015:277), or perhaps due to its flexibility (Verhulst & 

Heyvaert 2015:582). The recurrent use of should in the ST could also be associated with 

the specific contexts to either express positive obligation (ibid:30-31) or to persuade 

target readers (Partington 2015:280 in Aijmer & Lewis 2017:26). Below is a table of the 

occurrences of should and other modals found in the ST. 

 

Table 1.3. Summary of modal verbs 

Function: Modal auxiliary verb: Number of occurrences: 

permission/possibility/ability Can 33 

permission/possibility/ability Could 4 

permission/possibility/ability May 11 

permission/possibility/ability Might 2 
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obligation/necessity Must 4 

obligation/necessity Should 39 

volition/prediction Will 52 

volition/prediction Would 7 

 

 

As can be noted in table 1.3 the most frequent modals in the ST were can, should and 

will, of which the latter showed the highest frequency. This might be explained by the 

close connection between will and expressions of futurity or conditional consequence (see 

Huddleston & Pullum 2002:188-191). However, despite their frequency, will and can will 

not be analysed for reasons of space and due to the fact that they belong to other categories 

with different functions, namely permission/possibility/ability or volition/prediction. 

Since should was the most predominant modal in the category of modal verbs expressing 

obligation and/or necessity, it was consequently chosen as a prime focus in the present 

study. 

 

 

3.1 Translations of should 

Most of the examples of should were translated as bör and ska in the TT and a few as 

borde. This may seem as an expected consequence, since these are the most common 

translations of should (Teleman et al 1999:292). The high amount of translations with ska 

could be explained by the properties of ska as a multifunctional and versatile modal 

(Aijmer 2018:139). Other translations were kan and måste. A few examples were also 

rewritten and hence should was omitted in the translation. Regarding the different 

translations of should, the results with the number of occurrences were as follows: 

 

Table 1.4. Translations of should 

Modal auxiliary verb: Number of occurrences: 

Bör 14 

Borde 4 

Ska 14 

kan  3 

Måste 1 

Rewritten – omitted 3 

Total: 39 
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3.2 Translations of the different types of meaning 

As previously mentioned, there were 39 examples of should in the ST. The majority of 

these were deontic and a few were epistemic. There were also cases of ambiguity where 

should could be seen as either epistemic or deontic. The result thus seems to agree with 

the fact that should, as noted by Collins (2009:44), is used primarily in the deontic sense 

and secondary in the epistemic. Below is a summary of the different types of meaning 

found in the ST. 

 

Table 1.5. Types of modality 

Different types of modality: Number of occurrences: 

Deontic 30 

Epistemic: 6 

Ambiguous:  3 

Total: 39 

 

The following table summarises the deontic and epistemic meanings in the translations of 

should. The minus signs are used to indicate omission in the translations of should.  

 

Table 1.6. Deontic and epistemic meanings 

Modal verb: Number of occurrences: deontic epistemic ambiguous 

bör 14 13 1  

borde 4 2 2  

ska 14 12  3 

kan 3  3  

måste 1 1   

omitted - 3 - 2  - 1 

Total: 36 28 6 2 

 

3.2.1 Deontic should 

Most of the examples of should have been translated as bör and ska. In the following 

sentence, which has been translated literally (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:31), ska is used 
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deontically (see Teleman et al 1999:291-293) to inform target readers on a recommended 

course of action of how to avoid risks of unsuitable forage.  

 

(23) 
[ST p.7] 

These coloured moulds can be 

very dangerous and haylage like 

this should never be fed to horses. 

 

Färgat mögel kan vara mycket farligt 

och ett sådant hösilage ska aldrig ges 

till hästar. 

 

A possible translation could have been the deontic bör. However, since this is a non-

negotiable fact which expresses something that all readers will know and are expected to 

follow (ibid.), ska is a more suitable translation. Since coloured moulds can cause serious 

problems such as allergies, infections or poisoning (SVA 2018), bör could have given a 

more tentative impression less appropriate in this case. In accordance with Reiss’ strategy 

for informative texts, the factual content of the ST is transferred to suit target readers 

(Reiss 2000:30). Since it goes without saying that horse owners would never feed their 

horses anything with mould, it is thus not a question of the operative function here. On 

the other hand, the modal should could also be taken for a persuasive feature to convince 

readers (Partington 2015:280 in Aijmer & Lewis 2017:26), and in this case of something 

that they should avoid. Therefore, Reiss’ theories seem somewhat confusing here. Yet, 

considering the Reiss’ language dimensions (2000:26), there is no dialogic content in the 

example. Instead, the informative function with a logic dimension seems to be dominant. 

Another example of deontic should is the following example, where borde is used 

in a literal translation (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:31) to express a deontic opinion.  

 

(24) 
[ST p.2] 

It is an oversimplification to say 

that all horses regardless of work 

level and breed should have as 

much hay or grass to eat as they 

wish. 

Det är en grov generalisering att säga 

att alla hästar oavsett arbetsnivå eller 

ras borde få äta så mycket hö eller 

gräs de vill. 

 

The alternative bör would perhaps have been too strong, since the sentence is more about 

giving a less moralising statement. Also, stylistically it could be a bad choice to use bör, 

since it could be seen as contradictive to use such a strong modal with the strong 

oversimplification. Thus, the tentativeness of borde (see Teleman et al 1999:293) may 
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come across as a more convincing alternative in translation. At a first glance, this might 

also be an example with typical features of the informative text type, in which the 

translation conveys knowledge and arguments that are logic to the reader (Reiss 

1989:108), without the need for persuasion. However, considering that the statement is 

argumentative as it presents the information with a certain purpose (Reiss 2000:38), it is 

more likely an operative feature (Reiss 2000:41), where the strategy in translation must 

provoke a similar effect in on target readers. 

The next example shows how a sentence with the deontic should is translated 

literally (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:31) with the strong modal måste to emphasise the 

deontic necessity (see Teleman et al 1999:309) of keeping the wrapper intact. In (25), the 

chosen strategy is content-focused (Reiss 1989:108). Keeping the wrapper fully sealed is 

a crucial part of the preservation of haylage, and is an obvious fact also for target readers. 

Thus, there appears to be no other alternative in translation than the very strong obligation 

and informative function expressed by måste.  

 

(25) 
[ST p.5] 

The outside wrapper should be in 

good condition, not punctured or 

ripped and not overly faded. 

Plasten på balen måste vara i ett bra 

skick, varken punkterad eller trasig 

och får inte heller vara överdrivet 

blekt. 

 

As said before, the deontic ska can also be to express something that is expected 

functionally as an obligation or norm (see Teleman et al 1999:316) such as in example 

(26) below. A possible option in translation might have been the modal bör, but since this 

modal could be interpreted as something morally accepted (see Teleman et al 1999:293) 

ska seems as a more appropriate translation of the deontic (see Teleman et al 1998:282) 

recommendation expressed in the ST. Thus, the translation strategy is to transfer facts by 

an informative, content-focused approach (Reiss 2000:30). Again, the following example 

is translated using literal translation (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:31). 

 

(26) 
[ST p.6] 

There should also be no visible 

tears or ‘repairs’ to the bale. 

Det ska inte finnas några synliga 

skador eller lagningar på balen. 

 

In the TT there were also a few cases where should was omitted and rewritten in 

translation. In example (27), informative facts (Reiss 2000:28) are rephrased without 
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transferring the modal should into the TT. As long as the meaning remains the same this 

is usually acceptable in translation (Ingo 2007:124). A possible case of transposition 

(Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:36) can also be seen here, where the noun caveat is changed 

into the conjunction förutsatt (Eng. provided). This change in translation can perhaps be 

seen as optional. However, in line with both Newmark’s communicative translation and 

his suggestions on paraphrasing and omission to improve a text (1988:90) and with Reiss’ 

thoughts on adapting the TT (2000:29), I would argue that the translation works slightly 

better both idiomatically and grammatically this way, and that it makes the translation 

less awkward than what a literal translation would have done.  

 

(27) 
[ST p.3] 

Most horses like this will adjust 

after a few days to the novelty and 

regulate their intake to what they 

need. The caveat to this is that 

protein should be sufficient to 

allow this. 

De flesta hästar vänjer sig efter några 

dagar och reglerar då sitt intag efter 

behov, förutsatt att det finns 

tillräckligt med protein i fodret. 

 

Another case where should was rewritten can be seen in the next example, where the 

deontic should is used as a strong recommendation for horses that suffer from insulin 

resistance or are prone to develop laminitis.  

 

(28) 
[ST p.4] 

Grazing on pasture should be 

strictly controlled. 

Betesgång bör kontrolleras noggrant. 

 

Here there is a possible case of transposition (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:36) with a change 

from the verb grazing into the noun betesgång (Eng. pasturing), which was chosen after 

some consideration as the best alternative. Even though this expression gave fewer hits 

in searches made in for instance the Swedish corpora Språkbanken or Google, the more 

frequently used alternative “att gå på bete” could seem unnecessarily awkward in 

translation. In addition, the findings in the comparison of other texts related to the topic 

also seemed to confirm the choice of betesgång (Jordbruksverket 2014). As for the 

translation of the modal should, it might also be argued that måste could have been an 

option here as an even stronger replacement of the deontic should (see Quirk et al 
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1985:219, Huddleston & Pullum 2002:178). Also, similar to example (24), it is difficult 

to decide whether the function is informative or operative. One could argue that there is 

both a content-focused approach through facts, as well as an appeal-focused argument. 

As a consequence, Reiss’ text typology does not succeed in defining the text function 

fully. However, since this translation strategy is clearly oriented towards the target reader, 

it might be supported by Newmark’s communicative approach instead (1988:47). 

 

3.2.2 Epistemic should 

As previously mentioned, there are a few cases of should in the epistemic sense. Most of 

these are interrogative clauses used as headings within in the TT, with an operative 

function to persuade target readers (Reiss 2000:26). Even though they are interrogative 

clauses their meaning is not that of a question (see Larson 1998:257-258). They are used 

for rhetoric purposes of making welcoming suggestions (ibid.) which might raise readers’ 

interest (Vinay & Darbelnet 1995:174-175). This may cause problems in the 

interpretation of how to best translate should. Since the most common meaning of should 

is the deontic, and since should in interrogative clauses is generally interpreted as deontic 

(see Huddleston & Pullum 2002:205), one might argue that the headings are in fact 

deontic. However, considering that the purpose of the TT should be to give 

recommendations to potential customers, it would seem likely that the headings are used 

to express more of an epistemic tentativeness (see Biber et al 1999:485, Teleman et al 

1999:292). Hence, it appears relevant to maintain a tentative politeness (see Biber et al 

1999:485) to attract target readers by choosing epistemic modals in the translation. 

In the following three headings the modal should is used in the epistemic sense. In 

order to transfer the meaning of the ST, the modal kan is used to express an epistemic 

possibility (see Teleman et al 1999:298). Other modals such as bör, borde and especially 

ska have been rejected as alternatives, since these could have been interpreted almost as 

too strong, and by that be mistaken for deontic statements referring to expected norms, 

duties or obligations (see Teleman et al 1999:316) less suitable here.  
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Moreover, the choice of using the modal kan was also made for stylistic reasons – since 

all three examples are headings within the TT it seemed as an appropriate, appeal-focused 

choice to keep the same alternatives in the translation. In the translation of titles of plays, 

novels or newspaper headlines modulation is useful, according to Vinay & Darbelnet 

(1995:174-175). For the translator it is important to consider that titles should be explicit 

in the target culture (ibid.). Even though the ST of the present study belongs to a different 

genre, this could perhaps support the choice of modulation to provide clarity or raise 

readers’ interest (ibid.) in the TT.  

 

3.2.3 Cases of ambiguity 

As discussed earlier, the meaning of modals may be vague to define, and as a result they 

can cause problems in translation. The following examples were found to be the most 

ambiguous in the present ST, since it in my opinion is slightly unclear whether they 

should be interpreted as epistemic or as deontic statements. Equally, the informative or 

operative functions according to Reiss’ suggestions seem vague. Hence, it also proved to 

be more difficult to find a proper translation for these headings compared to the ones 

mentioned above, since it might be argued that they could be interpreted both as deontic 

and epistemic (see Quirk et al 1985:219). 

 

(32) 
[ST p.5] 

What should a haylage bale look 

like on the outside? 

Hur ska en hösilagebal se ut? 

(33) 
[ST p.6] 

What should good horse haylage 

smell like? 

Hur ska ett bra hösilage dofta? 

 

To explain the ambiguity, a few notes can be made on the choices of modals used in the 

translation of these examples. It could have been an option to translate should in both (32) 

(29) 
[ST p.3] 

Should my IR horse have adlib 

hay? 

Kan jag ge min IR-häst fri tillgång på 

hö? 

(30) 
[ST p.4] 

My horse is laminitic should I 

feed adlib hay? 

Kan man ge fri tillgång till en 

fånghäst? 

(31) 
[ST p.4] 

How much grazing turnout should 

my horse get? 

Hur mycket kan min häst gå på bete? 
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and (33) as bör for an epistemic expression, slightly stronger and more suitable than the 

weaker borde (see Teleman et al 1999:292). However, ska was chosen in the translation 

of both examples to obtain a similar effect used in the headings mentioned previously, 

and to express epistemic likelihood (see Teleman et al 1999:312). Of course, this might 

be a debateable choice considering that ska can be used to express a weak deontic 

meaning (Aijmer 2017:21). Likewise, the alternative bör could in fact also be interpreted 

as a deontic statement (see Teleman et al 1999:293). On the other hand, as Aijmer also 

states, ska is a very flexible modal (Aijmer 2018:139). Besides, considering the context 

of giving useful recommendations, the examples above are not exactly asking for 

permission to fulfil a deontic obligation (see Teleman et al 1999:316). Hence, it could be 

argued that these examples are used epistemically in a tentative sense (see Biber et al 

1999:485, Teleman et al 1999:292) and in a polite manner (see Biber et al 1999:485). An 

important aspect to conclude with, in agreement with some of the conclusions of Olsson 

(2011) and Rehn (2016), may be that one should look even further into the context, since 

a deeper understanding of the topic might support the choices made in translation. Perhaps 

also the strength of the modal should be investigated when dealing with ambiguous cases. 

The importance of context and strength in translation will be discussed further in section 

3.3. 

 

3.2.4 Concluding remarks on the translation strategies 

Regarding the translation strategies, the procedures proposed by Vinay & Darbelnet do 

not fully support the translation strategies since the procedures mostly explain what 

happens in the TT structurally. This is in line with what Newmark concludes (1988:91), 

in that although Vinay and Darbelnet shed light on what happens in the translation, their 

procedures are not fully practical in the translation choices. However, by using Vinay & 

Darbelnet for the purpose of labelling the procedures and choices made in translation, 

which this study set out to do, their methods can still be said to fulfil the function of basic, 

descriptive tools.  

 Moreover, although Newmark pays attention both to the text type and recommends 

translation strategies, his assertive approach of communicative translation can be seen as 

less useful in the translation choices. Since his division between the informative and 

vocative seems more diffuse compared to Reiss’ classification, it has thus been more 

difficult to apply on the individual examples. However, looking at the text and the 
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translation process as wholes, which according to Newmark is a “must” in translation 

(1988:47), the method of communicative translation has been supportive.  

 Despite earlier criticism with accusations of inadequacy or simplicity, Reiss’ 

methods of defining the text functions have still been fairly useful. Due to the simplicity, 

criticised by some, her methods appear as quite easy to apply in the discussion of function 

related to translation strategies. However, there are inadequacies where the different text 

functions are difficult to distinguish, especially in argumentative statements or ambiguous 

cases. A conclusion could be that a combination of methods might be beneficial to use in 

the decision-making process of translation – where one theory fails another could prove 

more useful. 

 
 

3.3 Strength in context– pragmatic strengthening and weakening 

As previously stated, a linguistic model will be used to evaluate the strength of modals, 

since strength is an evident part in the translation of modals (Aijmer 2018:152). Below, 

the criteria presented by Verhulst & Heyvaert (2015:578) and variations of pragmatic 

strengthening and weakening in context as presented by Huddleston & Pullum (2002:177) 

will be discussed and applied where appropriate. This section will be introduced by a 

summary of the different types of strength, which is then followed by a discussion of 

some examples of the differences and choices in translation.  

 

Table 1.7. Summary of pragmatic strength 

Type of strength: Number of occurrences: 

Deontic strong: 23 

Deontic weak:  7 

Epistemic strong:  1 

Epistemic weak:  5 

Ambiguous: 3 

Total: 39 

 

3.3.1 Deontic – strong  

To begin with, the sentence below is an example of pragmatic strengthening (see 

Huddleston & Pullum 2002:177).  
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(34) 
[ST p.3] 

However the ‘diet’ should be one 

which is not severe in calorie 

restriction as this can worsen 

laminitis. 

Dieten bör dock inte vara för 

restriktiv i intaget av kalorier, 

eftersom det kan förvärra fång. 

 

Since laminitis is a serious and sometimes life-threatening condition, it might be argued 

that the strength of modality is reinforced by the context. Even if it could be an unknown 

fact for some that too restrictive dieting could actually make matters worse, any target 

reader will recognise the seriousness of laminitis. Another option could have been the 

translation ska, but considering the fact that there are other possible causes of laminitis 

apart from an excessive intake of calories, ska would have come across as too strong or 

definite in the context. Thus, bör is a better option here as it still expresses a strong 

recommendation (see Teleman et al 1999:293) of how to avoid a possible risk of 

deteriorating the serious health condition. Also, the alternative borde could have been a 

possible translation to convey a similar pragmatic strength in the TT. However, due to the 

seriousness mentioned above, borde might have been too weak in this particular context. 

The consequences of a non-compliance (Verhulst & Heyvaert 2015:579) could have a 

very serious effect on the horse’s health, and thus should is very strong. 

 

3.3.2 Deontic – weak  

In addition, there are also some examples of pragmatic weakening in the deontic examples 

of should. In the sentence below, should was translated with a deontic ska, to maintain 

the meaning of should, which in this case is similar to giving advice on a certain standard 

(see Teleman et al 1999:316).  

 

(35) 
[ST p.3] 

So what should you do if your 

horse is a good doer and needs to 

maintain or reduce weight?  

Vad ska man då göra med en 

lättfödd häst, som antingen behöver 

behålla vikten eller gå ner några 

kilon? 

 

The expression good doer, well known also in the target culture, is the definition of a 

horse that is prone to put on weight very easily. Although should is used in the deontic 

sense due to the health-related aspect (see Verhulst & Heyvaert 2015:579) of keeping the 

horse’s weight, it is still pragmatically weakened since it is a rhetorical question similar 
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to most of the headings of the ST (see section 3.2.2.). In addition, it might be weakened 

by the fact that the consequence of a non-compliance could be less serious and perhaps 

more related to personal preference (see Verhulst & Heyvaert 2015:579) of how to best 

feed horses in order to maintain or reduce their weight. Thus, the stronger modal bör 

would have been too strong. Having said that, the weaker borde could have been too 

weak, and it could also be interpreted as slightly moralising (see Teleman et al 1999:293), 

which could be considered unsuitable in this context. Again, the TT seems to agree with 

the flexibility of the modal verb ska (see Aijmer 2018:139). 

 

3.3.3 Epistemic – strong  

Furthermore, there were also some instances of pragmatic strengthening and weakening 

among the epistemic examples. In the following sentence the epistemic should is 

strengthened by the context of offering a possibility (see Depraetere 2017:15) to readers 

of what to expect from a proper production and storage of haylage. In that sense it might 

perhaps also be argued that there is a similarity to advice (see Verhulst & Heyvaert 

2015:586) in the epistemic sense.  

 

(36) 
[ST p.5] 

At the end of the fermentation 

process you should have a stable 

forage which keeps for at least a 

year as long as the bag or 

wrapping remains fully intact. 

Vid slutet av fermenteringsprocessen 

bör du ha ett foder som håller sig i 

minst ett år så länge plasten är intakt. 

 

Having followed all the steps necessary described in the ST on how to produce and store 

haylage safely, the forage will most probably become stable and durable. To convey the 

certainty in this context the modal bör (see Teleman et al 1999:293) seems as a suitable 

translation to enhance the strength of the modal should.  

 

3.3.4 Epistemic – weak  

Moreover, in the example below, which is yet another question as discussed previously, 

the context can be said to give weak pragmatic strength to the expression.  
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(37) 
[ST p. 3] 

How much grazing turnout should 

my horse get? 

Hur mycket kan min häst gå på 

bete? 

 

A possible difference from the weak deontic strength described in 3.4.3. could be that the 

context surrounding the epistemic should here expresses an even higher degree of 

personal preference (see Verhulst & Heyvaert 2015:579). Additionally, there may be 

problems due to contextual aspects of the term turnout, which can refer to different things. 

For instance, turnout might be interpreted as a longer period of time where horses are left 

to graze freely, usually during the summer months. But in some cases, it could refer to a 

certain number of hours during the day when horses are let out during most of the day. 

Also, the concept of grazing turnout 24 hours a day has become increasingly popular 

among Swedish horse owners (Fors-Jadin & Wännman Kvantenå 2017:4). Consequently, 

the verb beta in the infinitive form would have been a less suitable solution and perhaps 

too vague considering the context. Thus, the translation gå på bete is hopefully more 

appropriate, since this expression in my view could apply to all of the alternatives more 

easily. To come back to the question on epistemic weakness, a final remark on the 

sentence below is that the choice of a wrong modal could have given the wrong strength, 

and consequently it would have been unsuitable in the context (see Depraetere 2017:20). 

 

3.3.5 Ambiguity 

As discussed previously, in the ambiguous cases in section 3.3.2., the epistemic ska (see 

Teleman et al 1999:312) was chosen in the translation of should. The topic dealt with in 

the following sentences is the preservation of haylage.  

 

(38) 
[ST p.5] 

What should a haylage bale look 

like on the outside? 

Hur ska en hösilagebal se ut? 

(39) 
[ST p.6] 

What should good horse haylage 

smell like? 

Hur ska ett bra hösilage dofta? 

 

Since the importance of quality is very important these examples of epistemic should can 

be seen as pragmatically strengthened by the context (see Huddleston & Pullum 

2002:177). On the other hand, it could also be argued that the ambiguous cases of should 

are used in the deontic sense as the reader is given deontic advice (see Verhulst & 
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Heyvaert 2015:586) on the health-related aspect (see Verhulst & Heyvaert 2015:579) of 

how to recognise the qualities of an ideal haylage. Also, the examples might be interpreted 

as weakened by the fact that they are used as a rhetorical device in the context comparable 

to the headings discussed previously. Hence, although it is obviously possible to discuss 

strengthening and weakening, the ambiguity of how to interpret both the meaning and 

strength in these examples seems to remain. A possible conclusion could be that this is a 

case where meaning can be said to overlap (see Quirk et al 1985:219, Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002:178). However, since the differences could be considered as very subtle, the 

choice of meaning might be less important in the translation compared to the other 

examples.  

Some final observations can be made on the importance of context. The ST provides 

basic details about how haylage must be properly produced and dealt with. However, after 

thorough research the translator will perhaps understand more clearly both how and why 

the look and smell of haylage are considered as crucial aspects to consider in the quality 

of haylage (Harris et al 2017:962), as well as understand the complexity involved in 

estimating the quality of forage (Wurtz 2017:21). Knowledge of contextual aspects is an 

obvious part of any translation project, but perhaps even more so regarding ambiguous 

cases, as it could facilitate the choice in translation to maintain an equal pragmatic 

strength. Even if the ambiguity remains, the most obvious pitfall of making an 

inappropriate translation choice such as kan or borde, which would not work in the 

examples above, could be avoided. 

 In sum, the overall impression of the criteria presented by Verhulst & Heyvaert 

(2015:578) and the descriptions of pragmatic strength by Huddleston & Pullum 

(2002:177) is that these could be useful strategies in translation to evaluate pragmatic 

strengthening and weakening in the context. However, I disagree with the argument 

presented by Verhulst & Heyvaert (2015:562) that the criteria provide “a clear semantic 

profile” of the modal should to use in translation. Even though the strategies might prove 

valuable in finding the best options in the translation of ‘fuzzy’ modals, ambiguity seems 

to remain.  

To return to the question of how should is treated in the TT, the selection of which 

corresponding modals to use in the translation could perhaps be a debatable choice open 

for discussion. However, the discussion of the various choices in the above analysis are 

based on thorough reflections and several alterations made during the process. This has 

thus reinforced the awareness of the fuzziness of the modals, the importance of a 
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thoughtful interpretation of meaning related to context and the importance of profound 

knowledge on the topic. By exploring the text and contextual aspects more closely and 

by digging deeper into research and parallel texts, in accordance with what both Olsson 

(2011) and Rehn (2016) conclude, it might become easier to understand what to do with 

should.  

 

 

4 Conclusion 

This paper has examined how the modal should is treated in the translation of a text with 

recommendations on horse feeding. The purpose was to analyse the translations of should 

by discussing how deontic and epistemic meanings were transferred, and what strategies 

could be used in the translation. The study also aimed to investigate whether an 

assessment of pragmatic strength could support the translation choices. 

The analysis showed that most examples of should were translated as bör and ska, 

which are common alternatives in translation. The high frequency of ska might be related 

to the flexibility of ska as a multifunctional verb. As for the different types of meaning, 

most of the examples were deontic. Some examples of translation problems were if the 

chosen modal was either too strong or too weak compared to the ST, or could be perceived 

as moralising where the ST expressed something different. In addition, there were 

ambiguous examples that could be claimed to have both deontic and epistemic properties. 

Here it was evident that a possible problem in translation is that the deontic and epistemic 

meanings can be interpreted differently depending on context.   

Regarding the translation strategies, the procedures of Vinay & Darbelnet (1995) 

were fairly useful as tools to describe the translations. Most of the deontic examples were 

translated literally while many of the epistemic cases were changed. A possible 

explanation could be that epistemic expressions tend to be more open for options in 

translation than deontic, which can be seen as less problematic. Newmark’s (1988) 

communicative translation proved less useful in the analysis of the individual examples, 

possibly due to an unclear division between his informative and vocative functions. 

However, Newmark can be said to give an overall support in the translation process or 

prove useful in an evaluation of the TT as a whole. Despite criticism, Reiss’ methods of 

defining the text functions for support in translation were partly useful due to the 

simplicity. However, Reiss’ theories on text functions were also found to be confusing 
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and difficult to distinguish in some cases. The conclusion was drawn that a combination 

of theories and strategies might be the best option when translating a text.  

Moreover, the criteria by Verhulst & Heyvaert (2015) supported by the definitions 

of Huddleston & Pullum (2002) were mostly useful as tools in the assessment of 

pragmatic strength. However, the question of how to interpret the meaning regarding the 

ambiguous cases, as either deontic or epistemic, was left unanswered, possibly due to 

overlapping meanings. The linguistic model did thus not provide the alleged clarity, since 

the ‘fuzziness’ and ambiguity seemed to remain in some of the examples.   

The conclusion is that the translation of modals requires thoughtful consideration 

throughout the process of translation. Even though the differences between the different 

types of meaning might seem subtle, they are important to pay attention to, since even the 

slightest mistakes could alter the meaning and lead to an inappropriate TT. Finally, since 

the present study has chosen a modest scope of focusing only on the modal should, and also 

with a limited choice of material, general conclusions of how to treat should in translation 

might be difficult to draw. Yet, as there appears to be few studies made on should, any future 

research would seem valuable. Possible areas of future investigation could perhaps include 

research on a larger scale, such as an investigation of the translations of should from 

English to Swedish in different types of texts divided into genres. In my view, the diverse 

functions and meanings in the interpretation and translation of should are important and 

basic features which should not be overlooked in translation.  
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